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YOUR PROJECT

PEOPLE 
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PROJEST
RESULTS

From 0 to 10, how

accurately does

this description

describe your

project?

What do you HAVE (you do, you have implemented)

that makes you choose this number? [items to maintain]

What do you need to IMPLEMENT to get close to 10 

(or maintain 10)?

Write 3 specific items (actions, solutions):

based on the IPMA Project Excellence Baseline®

For use in planning, reviewing, summarizing projects, and as part of project managers' self-reflection on their own project management.
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TOP GOALS FOR 3 MONTHS

Leaders are an example of excellence in the way of thinking and acting on the

project to the team, Client, and other key stakeholders. Key stakeholders feel

ownership and act for the common good in a supportive work environment. 

The team, Clients, and key stakeholders are focused on a common vision, 

goals, and strategy. Continuous improvement is promoted.

Activities in the projekt are responsive to the needs, expectations and

requirements of key stakeholders. Project objectives, strategies and priorities

respond to the big picture and long-term needs. Project objectives, strategies

and priorities are agreed, reviewed and updated. The organization of 

the project ensures adaptation to changing conditions.

Implemented solutions provide the competencies necessary for project

implementation and build an environment conducive to competence

development, participation and empowerment of all stakeholders.

Achievements are recognized and appreciated. Effective communication 

and cooperation between key stakeholders were taken care of.

Project management processes and resources ensure that projects are carried

out efficiently. They are constantly verified and improved.

Other key processes and resources (which have an impact on project

management) support that projects are carried out efficiently. They are constantly

verified and improved.

Customer satisfaction is high throughout the project

and this can be documented.

Project team satisfaction is high throughout the project 

and this can be documented.

Other key stakeholder satisfaction is high throughout the project 

and this can be documented.

Project results are achieved as planned. Results beyond assumptions 

(including a positive impact on the environment) are noticeable. The project

achieves results efficiently and successfully throughout its duration. 

How significant is the improvement

in this area? 

importance urgency PRIORITYx =

1 - high, 2 - medium, 3 - low

Change you wish to make
Select

 the area

What will you know success by? Your first step:

Change you wish to make
Select

 the area

What will you know success by? Your first step:

Change you wish to make
Select

 the area

What will you know success by? Your first step:
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